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Context: Acute leukaemia diagnosis is a field requiring automated solutions, tools and methods and the 

ability to facilitate early detection and even prediction. Many studies have focused on the automatic de- 

tection and classification of acute leukaemia and their subtypes to promote enable highly accurate diag- 

nosis. 

Objective: This study aimed to review and analyse literature related to the detection and classification of 

acute leukaemia. The factors that were considered to improve understanding on the field’s various con- 

textual aspects in published studies and characteristics were motivation, open challenges that confronted 

researchers and recommendations presented to researchers to enhance this vital research area. 

Methods: We systematically searched all articles about the classification and detection of acute 

leukaemia, as well as their evaluation and benchmarking, in three main databases: ScienceDirect, Web 

of Science and IEEE Xplore from 2007 to 2017. These indices were considered to be sufficiently extensive 

to encompass our field of literature. 

Results: Based on our inclusion and exclusion criteria, 89 articles were selected. Most studies (58/89) 

focused on the methods or algorithms of acute leukaemia classification, a number of papers (22/89) cov- 

ered the developed systems for the detection or diagnosis of acute leukaemia and few papers (5/89) 

presented evaluation and comparative studies. The smallest portion (4/89) of articles comprised reviews 

and surveys. 

Discussion: Acute leukaemia diagnosis, which is a field requiring automated solutions, tools and methods, 

entails the ability to facilitate early detection or even prediction. Many studies have been performed on 

the automatic detection and classification of acute leukaemia and their subtypes to promote accurate 

diagnosis. 

Conclusions: Research areas on medical-image classification vary, but they are all equally vital. We ex- 

pect this systematic review to help emphasise current research opportunities and thus extend and create 

additional research fields. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Abbreviations: AL, Acute leukaemia; AML, Acute myeloid leukaemia; ALL, Acute 

ymphoblastic leukaemia; FP, False Positive; FN, False Negative; TP, True Positive; 

N, True Negative; WBC, White blood cells; RBC, Red blood cells; ANN, Artifi- 

ial neural networks; SVM, Support vector machine; FUZZY, Fuzzy logic; KNN, k- 

earest neighbor; HYBRID, Hybrid methods; BN, Bayesian network; MSTNN, Min- 

mum spanning tree nearest neighbor; MSTNN, Minimum spanning tree nearest 

eighbor; Regression NN, Regression neural networks; MST, Minimum spanning 

ree; SMIG, Select Most Informative Genes. 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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. Introduction 

Blood is an important human body component that performs

umerous vital functions, such as passing minerals, oxygen and

arbon dioxide to the whole body to maintain metabolism. Blood

as three essential components: red blood cells (RBC), white blood

ells (WBC) and platelets [1] . Leukaemia is a type of blood or

one marrow cancer characterised by an abnormal (irregular) in-

rease in the number of immature white blood cells named ‘blasts’.

he term ‘leukaemia’ covers a broad spectrum of blood diseases

2] . Leukaemia is classified into acute leukaemia that progresses

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2018.02.005
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cmpb
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cmpb.2018.02.005&domain=pdf
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quickly and chronic leukaemia that develops slowly [3] . This re-

search focuses on the acute type. In acute leukaemia, abnormal

blood cells are called immature blasts that function improperly.

These blasts grow rapidly, and the condition quickly exacerbates

unless these cells are controlled promptly. In chronic leukaemia,

young blood cells are present, but only the mature ones produce

functional cells. Conversely, acute leukaemia occurs when white

blood cells are produced quickly to the extent that the process

causes unformed, partially developed or undifferentiated cells to

be released into the bloodstream [1,4] . Acute leukaemia infects

the blood and bone marrow and progresses fast. Children and

adults can develop numerous abnormal white blood cells in their

body; however, preventive methods have yet to be developed [5] .

Acute type leukaemia is classified into two classes based on a

French–American–British model, which is the most well-known

classification model of leukaemia: acute myeloid leukaemia (AML)

and acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) [6–8] . ALL is a type of

leukaemia that negatively influences lymphocytes and quickly de-

velops. Lymphocytes are WBCs that fight infection. In ALL cases,

the bone marrow begins to produce numerous blasts that develop

into lymphocytes [9] . If left untreated, this condition is fatal be-

cause it quickly spreads into the circulation and other critical or-

gans; the early and rapid diagnosis of acute leukaemia is essen-

tial for patients’ recovery. [10,11] . ALL is a common kind of acute

leukaemia that occurs when the bone marrow forms blasts, or cells

that have yet to completely mature. In AML, these immature cells

do not develop and are unable to ward off infections [12] . Accord-

ing to statistics, ALL is widely documented among children. Age

group is a contributing factor to the survival rate; overall, 85% of

children and 50% of adults survive. However, AML is more com-

mon in adults than in children and more manifested in men than

in women. The survival rate of patients with AML is 40% within

5 years [13,14] . The detection and classification of acute leukaemia

in different tumour types are essential for diagnosis and drug dis-

covery. The accurate prediction of various types of leukaemia can

help develop appropriate treatment and toxicity minimisation for

patients [15,16] . Acute leukaemia diagnosis is a field requiring au-

tomated solutions, tools and methods, and it entails the ability to

facilitate early detection and prediction of cancerous patterns [17] .

Data classification has generally been a common topic in various

sciences, such as computer science, decision science and statis-

tics. This field has been applied in many issues in management,

medicine and engineering. It can manage many problems, such as

detection, diagnosis and image recognition, through classification

methods [18] . Classification techniques have been commonly used

for bioinformatics and biomedical data analyses [19–21] . 

Automated detection and classification are widely applied to

analyse cancer and are a relatively fledgling and interdisciplinary

technology that integrates the basics of digital image processing

[12] . Many studies have been conducted to automatically detect

and classify acute leukaemia and their subtypes, and thus en-

hance early diagnosis [22] . Acute leukaemia is a serious disease

that needs a highly accurate diagnosis. Moreover, no single method

is superior to other methods because of a large number of automa-

tion methods of detection and classification [23] ; thus, appropriate

methods and criteria for evaluation are necessary to develop suit-

able detection and classification methods. 

This study aimed to present the achievements of researchers,

to summarise previous findings in response to the serious need

for detection and classification of acute leukaemia, to determine

evaluation methods and criteria, to propose a taxonomy of litera-

ture of this area and to distinguish the various aspects of this rel-

evant research area. The rest of this paper is organised as follows:

Section 1 introduces the study; Section 2 describes the systematic

review protocol; Section 3 presents the taxonomy; Section 4 shows

the statistical results of reviewed papers; Section 5 discusses the
ataset, validation technique and performance measures, motiva-

ion, challenges and recommendation extracted from reviewed pa-

ers; Section 6 indicates the limitations encountered in this study;

nd Section 7 provides the conclusion. 

. Systematic review protocol 

.1. Information sources 

Systematic searches were performed by subscribing to the three

ndices: Web of Science (WOS), ScienceDirect and IEEE Xplore dig-

tal library. The selection was based on the index that facilitates

nd formulates a simple and complex search query and particularly

racks numerous journals and conference papers in software engi-

eering, computer science, and medical and social science. There-

ore, both medical and technical literature were included in this

election, giving a wider view of researchers’ works in relation to

arious scientific majors. 

.2. Selection of study 

Study selection procedure included intensive search of relevant

ublications that depend on two iterations. Firstly, the titles and

bstracts of the papers were scanned to exclude unrelated and du-

licate papers. Secondly, after carefully reading the full text of the

creened papers (from the first iteration step), researchers organ-

sed the papers. 

.3. Search 

We ran our search query on the IEEE, WOS and SD databases

ia their search boxes on 03 May 2017. In all databases, searches

ere conducted by inputting the terms as a search string

‘leukemia’ OR ‘leukemias’ OR ‘Leukuemia‘) with the following key-

ords (‘Evaluation’ OR ‘Assessment’ OR ‘Benchmark’ OR ‘measure-

ent’). We also used these keywords (‘AI’ OR ‘artificial intelligent’

R ‘automated’ OR ‘Automation’ OR ‘Computerized’) to limit our

cope of searches into leukaemia cases that were related to com-

uter science and artificial intelligence. The search query is pre-

ented in the upper part of Fig. 1 . The options of advanced search

n each engine were used to select only journals and conference

apers, and exclude chapters of books and other types of docu-

ents. We considered the papers in journal and conferences that

ere most probably involved in recent and suitable scientific re-

earch related to our paper. Table 1 presents the settings used to

un the search query. 

.4. Eligibility criteria 

All papers that met the criteria presented in Fig. 1 were in-

luded. Mapping the research space on acute leukaemia detec-

ion and classification into a general and coarse-grained taxonomy

f four categories was set as an initial target. We derived these

lasses from intensive pre-survey of the literature sources. After

emoving the duplicate articles, we excluded all the articles that

id not meet the eligibility criteria, as listed in Fig. 1 . The crite-

ia of exclusion are as follows: (1) The articles are non-English. (2)

he focus is on acute leukaemia detection and classification with

anual analysis rather than automation method based on image

rocessing. 

.5. Data collection process 

EXCEL® was used to organise a list of all included articles that

ere compiled from various sources with their corresponding ini-

ial categories. Four authors performed full text readings of articles
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Fig. 1. Selection of study, search query and inclusion criteria. 

Table 1 

Settings of the search query. 

Digital library Web of science IEEE Science direct 

Years 2007–2017 2007–2017 2007–2017 

Language Only english Only english Only english 

Run on Full text Full text Full text 

Subject areas All available All available Chemical engineering, computer science, engineering 

Date of running search string 2017 2017 2017 
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and highlighted a large set of important highlights and comments

on the reviewed efforts and in a running classification of articles

in a refined taxonomy. All highlights and comments were included

in the body of the texts. The important findings were summarised,

tabulated and described. Word and Excel documents were used to

save related information, including the surveyed article list, source

indices, summary and description tables, purposes, review sources,

audiences, used datasets, evaluation criteria, validation techniques

and different related figures. These data are provided in the sup-

plemental materials as a complete reference for the results. 

2.6. Articles search results and statistical information 

The results of the initial query reached 1298 articles: 528 from

Science-Direct, 644 from IEEE Xplore and 126 articles from WOS

in a span of 10 years, from 2007 until 2017. Fourteen duplicate ar-

ticles were found in the databases used. After title and abstract

scanning, 974 non-related articles were excluded, resulting in 312

articles. After reading the full text, 223 papers were excluded, and

finally, 89 articles remained in the final set. These articles were

read thoroughly to propose a general research map on this emerg-

ing area. Although a series of studies focused on the same area,

these works have various specific purposes. Articles were classified

according to the purpose of the study, and used to create a taxon-

omy. Fig. 2 presents the utilised taxonomy to review the research

articles focusing on automated detection and classification of acute

leukaemia. This taxonomy expressed the complete development

of different studies and applications. The classification projected

four major classes. The first class included the proposed methods

that presented measures and algorithms of classification and fea-

ture selection (reduction) and their use in acute leukaemia (58/89

papers). The second class covered proposal papers that described

fully or semi-fully automated systems for detection and classifi-

cation or development of systems (22/89 papers). The third class

comprised the review and survey articles about automated acute

leukaemia detection and classification (4/89 papers). The final class

tackled studies on evaluation and comparative study, which at-

tempted to determine the best methods of detection or classifica-

tion by comparison according to a set of criteria (5/40 articles). 

3. Methods 

This section reviews the methods and algorithms of classi-

fication and features selection (reduction) of the included arti-

cles. The general context of all works (58/89) under this category

was the achievement of high performance or accuracy of acute

leukaemia classification. The largest subclass of articles (35/58)

focused on classification by using proposed new methods (algo-

rithms) or modification of the traditional measures, the second

group (15/58) concentrated on the feature selection or reduction

of papers and other works (8/58) entailed both feature selection

of articles and classification methods. Regarding the first group,

in general, classification methods of acute leukaemia observed in

literature were classified into six groups, namely, neural networks

(NN), support vector machine (SVM), fuzzy logic (FUZZY), k -nearest

neighbour (KNN), hybrid methods (HYBRID) and other methods;

this section presents each of the classifications. 

Firstly, a multi-class flexible neural algorithm was proposed in

[24] for multi-classification. In [25] , general regression NN was

used. Moreover, a proposed ANN based on the approach of asso-

ciation information extraction was reported in [26] , and a new NN

learning method was introduced in [27] . Secondly, to manage the

classification problem in high-dimensional data space, [28] pro-

posed a twin-space SVM. A boosting evolutionary SVM was sug-

gested in [29] . Hierarchical SVM was utilised for cell image clas-

sification in [30] , and a MapReduce-based proximal SVM method
as proposed in [31] . Thirdly, FUZZY-ARTMAP NNs were used in

5] to classify the WBCs. AHP with interval type 2 fuzzy logic sys-

em was utilised to manage classification problems in [32] . Fur-

hermore, classification accuracy improvement in [33] used fuzzy

earest neighbours, whereas [34] presented a fuzzy decision tree

lgorithm. Fourthly, k -NN is used in the classification of acute

eukaemia into AML and ALL [1] . Various state-of-the-art Bayesian

lassifiers are employed in [35] . Fifthly, HYBRID integrating genetic

rogramming and nearest neighbour were proposed by [20] to im-

rove performance. Furthermore, [36] proposed minimum span-

ing tree nearest neighbour (MSTNN) as a hybrid algorithm for

lassification by combining KNN and MST. An integrated method

or classification was suggested in [37] , and a new ensemble

ethod that integrates base probabilistic ANN with neighbourhood

et was presented in [38] . To achieve confidence and reliability for

lassification, [39] presented a new method by combining random

orest with transductive confidence machine and unexcelled en-

emble method. Lastly, other related works proposed research ad-

ancements on classification methodology. These proposals cover

egulation probability-based algorithm [40] , improved elastic net

or simultaneous classification [41] , ant colony optimisation-based

ethod [42] , SMIG module and ranking procedure-based algo-

ithm [2] , L2,1-norm algorithm-based regression model [43] , geo-

etric representation-based classification algorithm [44] , rotation

orest algorithm [45] , similarity-balanced discriminant neighbour-

ood embedding [46] , kernel ridge regression for classification of

edical datasets [47] , extremely large margin distribution machine

or multi-class classification [19] , genetic programming [48] , least

quares regression classification method [15] , L2-regularised logis-

ic regression classifier [49] and a robust function for probabilities

stimation in naïve Bayes method [50] . Other works suggest classi-

cation method based on incremental learning [51] . Lastly, [52] in-

roduced the hierarchical tree classification method. 

Many articles focused on feature selection and reduction meth-

ds; some of them provided an accurate classification by discard-

ng irrelevant or duplicate features and determining related fea-

ures. These papers discuss a research that depended on conven-

ional statistical methods [53] , two novel algorithms based on en-

rgy and maximum eigenvalue [54] , a novel method of feature se-

ection based on correlation with heuristic search [55] , a method

or nuclei and cytoplasm selection from the blood cells images

8] , a n algorithm for clustering [56] , a theory of rough sets [57] ,

 sparse maximum margin discriminant analysis for feature extrac-

ion and selection on microarray [58] , methods for multiple feature

election [59,60] , a modified particle swarm optimisation [61] , a

andom forest algorithm based on the association of gene ontology

62] , a method with two-step data pre-processing [63] , wavelength

ecomposition and integrated heuristic reduction algorithm [64] ,

eduction methods on improving fusion of dimensionality [16] and

huffled frog-leaping algorithm based on feature selection [21] . The

ast group included studies on both feature selection and classifi-

ation. The articles discuss a novel method for selecting features

nd classification using non-linear kernel SVM based on recursive

erformance elimination [65] , an integration of rough-based fea-

ure selection and radial basis function-NN [66] , three feature se-

ections that were applied with KNN for classification [67] , grid

omputing-based evolutionary mining approach for features selec-

ion and classification [68] , multiple fuzzy-rough sets [69] , a fea-

ure selection technique based on the artificial bee colony algo-

ithm with an artificial NN [70] , a new approach that combines

eature (gene) selection with transductive SVM [71] and an algo-

ithm with class-specific feature selection and hypersphere classi-

cation [72] . 
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of research literature on automated detection and classification of acute leukaemia. 
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.1. System development 

This section describes the studies that presented fully or semi-

ully automated systems for detection and classification methods

r proposals to develop systems. Two techniques are included in

his section, systems based on supervised classification engine and

ystems based on unsupervised classification methods. The former

epends on sequential phases, whereas the latter considers intelli-

ence or fuzzy frameworks. 

The first group was described by focusing on the phases of

he systems. The following methods were conducted in these

iterature: segmentation, feature extraction and classification in

11,73–75] and [76] ; pre-processing, segmentation, feature extrac-

ion and/or selection and classification in [14,10,9] and [77] ; pre-

rocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, feature reduction and

lassification in [78] ; pre-processing, colour conversion, segmenta-

ion and clustering, feature extraction and classification [7] ; pre-
rocessing, colour conversion, segmentation, bounding box, feature

xtraction and classification in [3] and [79] ; leucocytes identifica-

ion, nucleus and cytoplasm selection, feature extraction and clas-

ification in [6] ; WBC identification, nucleus and cytoplasm sep-

ration, feature extraction, feature optimisation and classification

n [22] ; automated analysis system of microarray in original and

e-skewed images and blocking, gridding, segmentation, calculat-

ng gene expression, normalisation, feature selection and classifica-

ion in [80] ; two main phases with ten subphases based on game

heory, training phases and testing phase in [18] ; automatic detec-

ion and counting schema of lymphoblasts in [81] and data input,

ene selection and classification in [82] . 

Other works related to the second type focused on the pro-

osed system-based fuzzy framework [83] with pre-processing,

uzzy clustering and selection, rule extraction and classification;

esign of fuzzy expert system [84] and intelligent multi-agent to

ssist in understanding the process of classification [17] . 
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Fig. 3. Number of articles by their main categories and database sources. 
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3.2. Review/Survey 

This category includes the review and survey articles that

aimed to describe acute leukaemia, methods and techniques of de-

tection and classifications of acute leukaemia. Only [12,85,4] and

[13] (4/89) were found. The first two, [12] and [85] , presented var-

ious studies that were conducted on acute leukaemia detection

using image processing and also described the steps in detecting

acute leukaemia through image processing from microscopic blood

images. The third one [4] provided a review of computer-based

techniques for leukocyte classification, which was implemented in

different studies. This paper summarised the different automated

techniques and methods based on microscopic blood smear images

in the process of leukocyte classification. The fourth one [13] was

surveyed using several leukaemia classification methods. 

3.3. Evaluation and comparative study 

The articles in this category attempted to determine the best

methods of detection or classification by comparing the methods

according to a set of criteria (5/89 articles). Comparison between

two classification schemes depending on classification error rate

was indicated in [86] . The rest of the articles [86,23,87,88] de-

pended on the reliability group of criteria. 

One of the contributions of this study was understanding the

trends in research literature by using medical image classifica-

tion (acute leukaemia applications) through the content analysis

of some key journals in the field. Fig. 3 shows the number of pa-

pers that was collected from the literature. The shown articles are

included in the full list (89). The figure expresses increasing inter-

ests in the development of methods, algorithms and systems for

the detection and classification of acute leukaemia. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the article number by category and publica-

tion year. Research on the proposed methods included 58 articles,

proposals for system development had 22 papers, and review and

survey publications as well as evaluation and comparative studies

gathered 4 and 5 articles, respectively. 

Fig. 5 indicates the country of the author’s affiliation (the coun-

try of the main author was considered in the case of studies

with multiple authors). Majority of the studies related to acute

leukaemia detection and classification were in India and China.
he ‘others’ category originated from Canada, Indonesia, Singapore,

urkey, Sweden, Philippines, Korea and New Zealand; one article

or each nation. The number of different co-authors was 297 in the

9 reviewed papers; these co-authors belonged to different col-

eges, but most of them were from fields of biomedical engineer-

ng, computer sciences, bioinformatics, artificial intelligence, math-

matics and statistics. Moreover, some main authors of the articles

ere from the field of computer sciences with medicine. 

. Discussion 

This study aims to update the modern method in acute

eukaemia detection and classification based on image-processing

echniques. The purpose of this research was to highlight the re-

earch efforts on this research area. This review focused more on

he literature than on the techniques and methods themselves,

hich makes it different from other reviews. The relevant litera-

ure was arranged as a proposed taxonomy. The development of

 taxonomy for literature in certain research areas, particularly in

n emerging one, is advantageous and beneficial. On one hand, lit-

rature taxonomy can organise numerous publications. For exam-

le, researchers can understand the research trends, aspects and

ctivities in a specific field of research through the structuring of

esearch papers; comprehensive taxonomy depicts the actual ac-

ivities in the research area. Different papers tackle the subject

rom an introductory aspect, whereas others examine current tech-

iques and methods; some might contribute real solutions to the

esearch field. A taxonomy of relevant literature helps arrange the

arious research articles and activities into a meaningful, manage-

ble and coherent layout. On the other hand, the very composition

resented by taxonomy provides all researchers with valuable in-

ights into the topic field in several aspects. Firstly, the possible

ain and subdirections in the area were outlined. For example,

he automated detection and classification of acute leukaemia tax-

nomy in the current work showed that researchers are inclined

o propose classification methods; thus, focusing on this area can

e a potential path. Other research paths included the develop-

ent of automated detection and classification systems for acute

eukaemia. Secondly, taxonomy can depict gaps in the area. Map-

ing the studies on automated methods of acute leukaemia detec-

ion and classification into distinct classes can highlight and em-
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Fig. 4. Article number in each category by publication year. 
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hasise weak and strong features in terms of research coverage.

or example, the proposed taxonomy in this review indicates a

alient and interesting topic in terms of proposed methods (re-

ected from the proliferation of their classes and subclasses), at

he expense of added review and survey publications as well as

valuation and comparative studies. In addition, the insights ob-

ained from statistics on singular classes of the proposed taxonomy

ndicate the active directions in automated detection and classifi-

ation of acute leukaemia to cope with new trends and strengthen

nactive areas. Lastly, researchers who work in this research field

an refer frequently to this specific taxonomy, if adopted, promot-

ng this scheme as a common language to assist future shared

orks and discussions among researchers, such as development

apers, comparative studies and reviews on different automated

ethods and techniques of acute leukaemia detection and classifi-

ation. The study also reviewed and identified the types of datasets

sed in the survey, as identifying the researcher’s trends regard-

ng the data sets as well as their sources is important. In addi-

ion, the study presented an important aspect of evaluation of the

lassification methods. Different validation approaches and perfor-

ance evaluation criteria adopted in the various studies were re-

iewed. The survey conducted revealed six aspects of the literature

ontents: the description of dataset used in articles, the validation

echniques adopted, the criteria used for performance evaluation

f the method, the motivations behind detection and classification

cute leukaemia based on automated methods, the challenges to

he successful utilisation of these methods and the recommenda-

ions to alleviate these difficulties. 

.1. Datasets 

In our survey, the authors depended on two types of datasets

or acute leukaemia detection and classification: microarray gene

xpression and blood smear images. Microarray technology pro-

ided the possibility to simultaneously examine thousands of

enes [80] . This technology involves a set of gene series in spe-
ific locations on a solid surface in the form of a small chip. Each

ene on the chip of microarray is called a spot. Images obtained

rom this chip were composed of a matrix with several blocks,

nd each block contained a number of rows and columns of spots.

ubsequently, the blood smear image was viewed under a micro-

cope, playing an important role in the detection and classification

f acute leukaemia [3] . The details of acute leukaemia datasets in

ur survey are summarised in Table 1 . Details such as total num-

er, types and source of datasets were included Table 2 . 

Some researchers created a harvested dataset from the liter-

ture, some used public datasets while other researchers gener-

ted their own dataset by experiments. Some of the articles used

atasets on other types of cancer for benchmarking, but these

ypes were not mentioned in the present study because they were

ot in the scope of our study. In general, knowing the properties

f datasets is important in detecting acute leukaemia because the

uthors can prove the efficiency of their methods or algorithms

hrough these data. Finally, having public datasets can be an op-

ortunity for researchers to use them to validate and evaluate their

ethods. Some datasets were deduced from other studies; for ex-

mple, the microarray dataset of Golu et al., 1999 was used in 18

tudies, and the blood smear images of Labati et al. was used in 6

ther studies. 

.2. Validation techniques 

To analyse the results of generalisation, researchers evaluated

n independent dataset by using a technique. Basically, valida-

ion techniques are used when the aim of the study is to predict

nd estimate the precision of a predictive model in practice [10] .

able 3 illustrates these validation techniques used in the included

rticles of our survey. 

In hold-out validation technique, the dataset was divided into

wo parts, one of them was for test and the second one for training

10] . However, k -fold dataset was divided randomly into k parts;

ne part for testing and k − 1 parts for training. This process was
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Table 2 

Dataset used in reviewed research. 

# Ref. Datasets Type Source 

1 [59,65] Publicly available 

microarray datasets 

ALL, AML-72 leukaemia patient 

samples, other types. 

Broad instute 

www.broadinstitute.org/cg-bin/cancer/ 

datasets.cgi 

2 [46,71] Publicly available 

microarray datasets 

Leukaemia: 72 samples, 

Mixed-lineage leukaemias (MLL): 

72 sample, other types. 

Bioinformatics Laboratory http: 

//www.biolab.si/supp/bi-cancer/projections 

3 [38] Publicly available 

microarray datasets 

Leukaemia-subtype NHGR instute http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/ 

microarray/Supplement 

4 [23] Publicly available 

microarray datasets 

Leukaemia-subtype, other types. Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Europe 

www.ebi.ac.uk/array-express 

5 [28] Publicly microarray dataset, 

available in Matlab 

format after being 

preprocessed 

Leukaemia-subtype, 

other types. 

NTU hospital http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/ 

dengcai/Data/data.html . 

6 [66] Microarray datasets ALL–AML leukaemia, 

other types 

UCI-KD in Databases Archive 

http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/ 

7 [6,9,22,73,11,78] Public blood smear images ALL-IDB1: 108 images and 

ALLIDB2: 260 images 

Provided by : [87] 

8 [8] AML red blood smear 

images (microscopy) 

AML subtype: 301 real images Haematology Dept. in the USM University –

Malaysia 

9 [76] Blood smear images AML AND ALL: 260 cells Medical Center (UMMC) in University of 

Malaya, Malaysia 

10 [87] Public blood smear image, 

normal and leukemic 

samples 

ALL-IDB1: 108 images, around 

39,0 0 0 elements 

ALL-IDB2: 260 images, half of 

them lymphoblasts 

[87] 

11 [80] Microarray dataset Breast cancer: 71 sample, Myeloid 

Leukaemia: 47 samples and 

Lymphomas: 46 samples 

Stanford Microarray Database 

12 [31] Microarray dataset Leukaemia (ALL, AML) 72, 

other types 

Kent–Ridge repository of biomedical dataset, 

Biotechnology Information - National Center, 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds/ 

13 [43,84,41,16,58,25,27,50, 

57,54,26,37,4 8,72,6 8,67,44] Microarray dataset ALL and AML: 72 samples. Provided by: T. Golub, et al., In their article: 

Molecular classification of cancer: class 

discovery and class prediction by gene 

expression monitoring. volume. 286, number. 

5439, p-p. 531–537, 1999. 

14 [42] Microarray dataset Leukaemia ALL/AML Stanford Genomic Resource Database 

15 [82] Microarray dataset 1.breast cancer: 67 sample, AML 

Leukaemia: 72 sample 

1, NTU hospital, 

2. Golub et al. (1999) 

16 [66] Public microarray datasets ALL, AML; 

Other types. 

UCI knowledge dataset 

http://sdmc.lit.org.sg/GEDatasets/Datasets . 

17 [29] Public microarray dataset, 

non-commercial use 

AML, AML_1: 72 samples; AML, 

ALL, 2:72 samples 

Other types 

GEMS 

http://www.gems-systems.org for 

non-commercial 

18 [35] Microarray dataset Leukaemia: MLL: 72 samples and 

AML, ALL: 72 samples 

1. M. A. Shipp et al., ‘Diffuse large B-cell 

lymphoma outcome prediction by 

gene-expression profiling and supervised 

machine learning,’ Nature Medicine, 

volume:8, P-P: 68 - 74, 2002. 

2. Golub et al. (1999) 

19 [75] Microarray dataset (real 

patients) 

Lymphocytic and myelogenous Mexican Social Security Institute 

20 [74] Public blood smear images white blood cells: 180 images www.kanbilim.com 

21 [10] Public blood smear images AML: 80 sample (40 AML cell and 

40 non-AML cell) 

Web-based bank for image - Hematology 

american society 

21 [53] Microarray dataset ALL: 128 (B cell:95, T cell:33) Provided by: C. Sabina et al., ‘Gene Expression 

Profiles of B–lineage Adult Acute 

Lymphocytic Leukaemia Reveal Genetic 

Patterns that Identify Lineage Derivation and 

Distinct Mechanism of Transformation.’ Clin 

Cancer Res. 2005 Oct 15;11(20):7209–19 

22 [47] Public microarray dataset Leukaemia: LL and AML: 72 

samples, other types 

Model Selector of Gene Expression, 

www.gems-system.org 

23 Blood smear images Leukaemia Haematological department AIIMS, New Delhi 

24 [19] Public microarray dataset Leukaemia http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ ∼
cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/ 

25 [18] Microarray dataset Leukaemia: 304 samples Iran Blood Transfusion Organisation 

26 [33] Public microarray dataset Leukaemia 1. http://www.ics.uci.edu/ ∼
mlearn/MLRepository.html 

2. www.gems-system.org . 

http://www.broadinstitute.org/cg-bin/cancer/datasets.cgi
http://www.biolab.si/supp/bi-cancer/projections
http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/microarray/Supplement
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/array-express
http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/data.html
http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gds/
http://sdmc.lit.org.sg/GEDatasets/Datasets
http://www.gems-systems.org
http://www.kanbilim.com
http://www.gems-system.org
http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html
http://www.gems-system.org
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Fig. 5. Number of included articles based on countries of origin. 

Table 3 

Validation techniques used in research reviewed. 

# Name 

1 Hold-out [10,22] 

2 k -fold [26,66,38,75,84,41,39,48,55,72,62,61,14,14,32,20,19,34,16,15,89,50,38,63,21,64,55,56,57,59,2,78,6,23,89] 

3 Leave-one-out [84,29,35,51,36,25,49,65,82] 
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terated k − 1 times to use every part once for testing. Finally, the

 error estimates are averaged to yield a robust overall error es-

imated value [66] . In a special situation of k -fold, k is the num-

er of instances in the dataset [10] . Table 3 shows that k -fold was

sed in most of the studies and leave-one-out method was second,

hereas few papers depended on the hold-out technique. Some ar-

icles used these three techniques together. 

.3. Performance measures 

Evaluation using criteria was the most common method used

n the studies involved in our survey to perform evaluation of var-

ous classifiers; this aspect measures the effectiveness of the clas-

ification methods. Performance of the classifiers were evaluated

y different measures such as error rate, accuracy, confusion ma-

rix, receiver operating characteristic curve, sensitivity, specificity,
-measure, F-measure, F-score and misclassification. In this sec-

ion, all of these parameters are discussed. Table 4 illustrates the

easurement criteria used in the reviewed papers. 

Table 4 presents various studies on acute leukaemia detection

nd classification, as well as a comprehensive survey of various

riteria and subcriteria for evaluation and benchmarking. The cri-

eria used to evaluate acute leukaemia classification methods were

ccuracy, sensitivity, time complexity specificity, e-validation, false

ositive (FP%) and false negative (FN%), precision, true positive

TP%) and true negative (TN%), e-training, AUC, misclassification,

-measure and chi-square and G-measure and confidence in 90%,

0%, 24%, 23%, 21%, 16%, 15%, 13%, 9%, 7%, 4% and 1% of stud-

es, respectively. As clearly shown in Table 4 , conflicting subcriteria

re present, as illustrated by variations in the percentage of us-

ng these criteria among various studies. Moreover, no study used
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Table 4 

Measurement criteria that used in paper reviewed. 

Ref. Reliability group Error Rate 

Accuracy Precision Specificity Sensitivity F- measure G- measure Confusion matrix AUC Time complexity Chi-Square E-Training E-validation confidence misclassification 

TP% TN% FP% FN% 

[26] ∗

[67] ∗ ∗

[51] ∗ ∗

[6] ∗ ∗

[80] 

[20] ∗

[83] ∗

[80] ∗

[82] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[74] ∗ ∗

[31] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[33] ∗ ∗

[23] ∗

[89] ∗

[81] ∗

[18] ∗ ∗ ∗

[2] ∗

[11] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[7] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[3] ∗

[8] ∗

[22] ∗

[78] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[73] ∗

[19] ∗ ∗ ∗

[36] ∗

[25] ∗ ∗ ∗

[34] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[38] ∗

[28] ∗ ∗

[63] ∗ ∗ ∗

[65] ∗ ∗ ∗

[61] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[21] ∗

[64] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[54] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[55] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[56] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[60] ∗

[57] ∗ ∗

[59] ∗ ∗ ∗

[58] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[16] ∗

[15] ∗ ∗

[24] ∗ ∗

[70] ∗ ∗ ∗

[49] ∗ ∗ ∗

[89] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[1] ∗

[5] ∗ ∗

[50] ∗

( continued on next page ) 
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Table 4 ( continued ) 

Ref. Reliability group Error Rate 

Accuracy Precision Specificity Sensitivity F- measure G- measure Confusion matrix AUC Time complexity Chi-Square E-Training E-validation confidence misclassification 

TP% TN% FP% FN% 

[46] ∗

[43] ∗

[42] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[69] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[34] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[47] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[29] ∗ ∗

[44] ∗

[53] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[35] ∗

[32] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[38] ∗

[66] ∗ ∗

[14] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[30] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[45] ∗ ∗

[84] ∗ ∗

[48] ∗

[76] ∗ ∗

[62] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[40] ∗ ∗

[41] ∗

[68] ∗ ∗

[75] ∗ ∗

[77] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[9] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[87] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[39] ∗

[88] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

[10] ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

Total 75 12 19 25 3 1 12 12 13 13 7 20 3 11 17 1 6 

% 90% 15% 23% 30% 4% 1% 15% 15% 16% 16% 9% 24% 4% 13% 21% 1% 7% 
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Fig. 6. Categories of motivations of acute leukemia classification and detection. 
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all of these criteria. The variance in the use of these criteria in-

dicates a challenge in adopting specific criteria for the evaluation

and benchmarking of acute leukaemia detection and classification. 

4.4. Motivations 

We found that the motivations of researchers to develop and

use automated methods for the diagnosis, detection and classifica-

tion of acute leukaemia focused on enhancing the rapidity, accu-

racy, low cost, performance without a specialist, datasets, method

and techniques. This section presents the advantages discussed in

the literature, arranged as groups of similar benefits including the

citation for each benefit for further discussion. Fig. 6 illustrates the

summary of the motivations for acute leukaemia classification and

detection. ( Fig. 7 , Fig. 8 ) 

4.4.1. Motivation related to diagnosis accuracy 

[87] confirmed that automated methods based on artificial in-

telligence techniques can provide rapidity and increase response

accuracy for detection. In the work of [9] , image processing tech-
iques can be used for the automatic diagnosis of cancer to pro-

ide more accurate results than manual diagnostic methods, which

re subjective as they are influenced by the physical condition and

kills of the pathologist. Automating visual inspection for cancer

nhances the speed for classification and makes the machines in-

elligent and free of human error [37,88] discussed that accurate

iagnostic methods are necessary, and confirm the low proficiency

f cytology in routine daily practice. Accurate cancer prediction

lays an important role in providing better treatment and quick

herapeutic response, which varies from different aspects; thus,

e need reliable, precise, non-traditional and non-manual methods

or cancer prediction [24,22,10] and [3] highlighted the increas-

ng need to automate methods for the accurate diagnosis of acute

eukaemia to address several potential limitations of manual anal-

sis. 

.4.2. Motivation related to rapid diagnosis 

Early and rapid diagnosis of ALL is the basis for patient recov-

ry. The detection process can be expedited by automated meth-

ds. Image-processing techniques based on artificial intelligence
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Fig. 7. Categories of challenges of acute leukaemia classification and detection. 
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an be used for automatic detection of cancer using images of

lood samples [9] . In the same context, [56] confirmed that rapid

iagnosis of the disease leads to the determination of the ap-

ropriate treatment method based on cancer type, allowing early

reatment, which improves the chances of patient recovery. Thus,

lassification techniques based on computer-assisted vision are re-

uired to avoid complex and time-consuming manual analysis for

i  

n  
eukaemia [12,13] . Adopting the ANN for medical diagnosis can im-

rove the reliability and rapidity of leukaemia diagnosis [5] . 

.4.3. Motivation related to cost and remote screening 

Automated detection offers many benefits, especially in the eco-

omical aspect compared with traditional methods, which are ex-

ensive. Automated image processing methods are useful for med-

cal remote analysis. For example, only a blood sample image

eeds to be sent for remote diagnosis [9] . The need for automated
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Fig. 8. Categories of recommendations of acute leukaemia classification and detection. 
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leukaemia detection goes beyond the problem of costly manual

tests [87,3,12] and [73] highlighted that microscopic analysis of pe-

ripheral blood smear by haematological experts is a very complex

and costly process. Thus, less costly methods are required, such

as a classification technique based on computer vision. In acute

leukaemia detection and classification based on automation, which

is a better and less expensive alternative than complex processes,

the images of bone marrow cell are analysed [75] . A cost-effective

and robust automated system for leukaemia screening is needed

because it can significantly improve output without being influ-

enced by negative factors [79,3] . Image processing techniques of-

fer accurate and standardised analysis of cells and support remote

systems for disease diagnosis [10] . 

4.4.4. Motivation related to haematopathology experts 

In India, an efficient computer-aided classification technique is

required to resolve problems on the shortage of pathology labo-

ratories and the lack of trained haematopathologists, which may

result in wrong diagnosis [4] . As discussed by [17] , automated sys-

tems can rapidly perform predictions without error because of

their ability to analyse huge amounts of data and automatically

conduct decisions in a similar manner to how specialists operate in

the laboratory. The research field of cancer diagnosis and detection

requires robust, automated methods to facilitate early detection

and even prediction of cancerous patterns. Automated solutions

are needed for ALL diagnosis because it is a serious disease that

is difficult to diagnose as its symptoms, such as bone pain, weak-

ness, anaemia and fever, are similar to other diseases [9,36,36,48] .

Screening of blood smear requires well-trained medical technolo-

gists and biologists; thus, new techniques in blood laboratories are

required to address the lack of expert human resources in blood

analysis [88] . 
.4.5. Motivation related to datasets 

.4.5.1. Microarray gene. The reliance on gene expression for can-

er diagnosis and prediction was the result of the following mo-

ivations. Microarray gene technology offers simultaneous access

nd measurement of the expression levels of thousands of genes,

llowing precise, objective and systematic analysis and diagnosis

f human cancers as possible [54,4 8,4 8,53,24,55] . Thus, monitor-

ng wide patterns of gene expression of various cancer tissues can

e performed [68] , and the state of a biological cell or tissue of

nterest can accurately be represented [71] . Through microarray,

he gene expression profiles among samples can be compared [82] .

he classification of gene expression data provides increasingly im-

ortant knowledge, which is useful to categorise the phenotype of

iseases [84] . Microarray provides numerical measurements of the

ifferential expression levels of genes [50] , providing a significant

mount of gene data and encouraging the development and use of

rtificial intelligence-based systems to reduce time and achieve ac-

urate results [17] . It offers the ability to fully observe the molecu-

ar variations among tumours to obtain accurate and reliable clas-

ification [58] . It can analyse and classify cancer data into subtypes

r normal and abnormal cells [57,34] and determine active, inac-

ive or hyperactive genes in different tissues [56] . 

.4.5.2. Blood smear image sample. The analysis of human blood

amples provides useful data for the detection and prediction of

any diseases [81] . Leukocytes or WBCs play an important role in

cute leukaemia diagnosis, the analysis of these cells is valuable

o blood specialists [7,10] . Diagnostic systems based on the imag-

ng of blood slide are accurate [77] . Blood imaging is suitable for

ow-cost, homogenously accurate remote screening systems [87] . 
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Table 5 

Motivations for adopting the classification methods and techniques. 

Methods Motivation 

1 Bayesian networks Simple and offers a surprisingly competitive predictive 

accuracy [35] ; the generalisation of results is good even at 

small dataset size [17] . 

2 kNN Exhibits good performance and requires less for training period 

[67] ; not complex [1, 58] ; demonstrates good scalability [77] ; 

simple and efficient [59] . 

3 SVM Shows good performance and not computationally expensive; 

can generalise to new cases and can be either linear or 

nonlinear [3,10] ; optimal hyperplane and good generalisation 

properties [57] ; optimised margin between classes[79,7]; 

good performance [7] ; less number of training samples are 

effectively used to obtain the most optimal hyperplane 

[61,79] ; useful in classification problems using micro array 

data [54] ; suitable for binary classification problems[6]; can 

discriminate between two classes [73] ; one of the fastest 

classifiers for training and classification [32] ; can process 

gene expression dataset challenges, such as small size and 

dimensionality [84] . 

4 Fuzzy-rule-based method Fuzzy rules can easily be understood by describing and 

interpreting results in simple terms that are understandable 

for humans; improves the classification performance [83] . 

5 Fuzzy-rough classifier Shows good performance regarding training time; less prone to 

over-fitting, does not depend much on the training data and 

is transparent [69] . 

6 Interval type-2 fuzzy logic 

system 

Can manage nonlinear data and address some issues in data, 

such as noise and outlier [32] . 

7 Fuzzy-KNN algorithm Combines fuzzy method with KNN algorithm, enhancing the 

general classification performance [33] . 

8 Genetic Programming Improves classification accuracy, reducing the number of 

features [48] . 

9 Extreme Large Margin 

Distribution Machine 

Fitted to multi-class classification [19] . 

10 Association-rule mining 

algorithms depending on 

ant theory. 

Provides better solution based on a flexible searching using the 

life behaviour and pattern of ants [42] . 

11 Naïve Bayes Classifier Provides precision classification and is not complex compared 

with other learning methods [50] . 

12 Support vector data 

description 

Appropriate for single class data to classification model built 

by a hypersphere [59] . 

13 Biomarker Association 

Networks 

Ability for energy function minimisation to determine 

associations among biomarkers [26] . 

14 Random forest Offers higher precision rate compared with recent classification 

algorithms in ML area; suitable for large datasets [78] . 

17 Flexible Neural Tree Offers an accurate classification model by automatic selection 

of the distinctive features [24] . 

18 Boosting SVM Used for a small group of genes; can address over-fitting 

problems, resulting in high performance [29] . 
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.4.6. Motivation related to methods and techniques 

This section presents the motivations of classification methods

nd techniques adopted in the studies from our survey. Table 5

llustrates the motivations for adopting the classification method

nd techniques. 

Table 5 presents various methods and techniques used to detect

nd classify acute leukaemia in the reviewed studies and the moti-

ation for using such methods. Most surveyed articles in this field

xpress expectations of achieving the highest level of accuracy and

he best performance of classification models. Researchers seek to

mprove accuracy and performance by proposing new classification

ethods or selection method features. The results in most stud-

es indicate high accuracy and performance of classification mod-

ls based on those methods proposed, indicating that this research

eld offers numerous efficient methods for the detection and clas-

ification of acute leukaemia. However, with the wealth of the pro-

osed methods, how do we determine which method is the best

n terms of accuracy and performance of the classifier? New re-

earchers and practitioners in this field encounter challenges in

dopting the best method, especially with multiple evaluation cri-

eria described in Section 4.5.8 . 
d  

d  
.5. Challenges 

In recent years, the field of leukaemia detection and classifi-

ation has increased, although it still encounters issues and chal-

enges in many important respects. Examples for such challenges

re high dimensionality, noise in test datasets, low sample size and

o on. Details can be found in the original references for compre-

ensive discussion on these issues and challenges. 

.5.1. Challenges related to diagnosis 

Clinical cancer detection and classification depends either on

issue examination or location of cancer in the body. Both meth-

ds are prone to human error as visual examination is susceptible

o the subjective estimation of specialists [37] . In the same context,

6] and [74] mentioned that human visual examination is time-

onsuming, tedious, repetitive and reliant on the skill of special-

sts, limiting its statistical reliability. The visual inspection of mi-

roscopic blood smear images are error-prone due to its labour-

ntensive and repeated examinations [75] . Manual observation us-

ng the microscope is error-prone, which is between 30% and 40%,

epending on the experience of the haematologist [1] . The manual

etection of the disease is very subjective as it is affected by the
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tiredness and skills of the pathologist [9] . Image processing tech-

niques can be employed for automatic detection of cancer to pro-

vide accurate results. WBCs are characterised by their complex na-

ture; thus, manual analysis leads to variations in slide preparation,

resulting in subjective, non-standardised and inconsistent reports

[75,79,11,73] . 

4.5.2. Challenges related to time of diagnosis 

Rapid tests are the first step for diagnosis and is important and

necessary for optimal follow-up of patients with malignant blood

diseases; however, smear examinations are complex and time con-

suming [88,78,21,75] . The early diagnosis of this disease is crucial

for patient recovery, especially in children [6] . One of the draw-

backs of ALL detection by morphological analysis of blood cells is

its delay in determining the seriousness of the disease [6,11] . 

4.5.3. Challenges related to low sample size 

Most researchers agreed that the major challenge of acute

leukaemia classification based on microarray data is the large

number of features (e.g. genes) compared with the low number

of samples in the dataset [46,66,54,35,25,29,61,15,47] . The number

features is usually between 2,0 0 0 and 30,0 0 0, whereas the sam-

ple number ranges from 40 to 200. The large number of genes

cause serious issues, such as high data dimensionality, noise and

computational complexity [83] . Using all genes in the classification

model negatively affects outcomes [34,38] . The small data sample

size is still a bottleneck in obtaining precise models of classifica-

tion [71,67] . Thus, this issue requires attention, as the low accuracy

of the classification model due to small sample size may depict a

low predictive capability [63,44] . 

4.5.4. Challenges related to high dimensionality 

The ‘curse of dimensionality’, that is, high dimensionality, is one

of the main difficulties in gene expression analysis for cancer de-

tection and classification [35,63,50,28,15] . A fundamental challenge

for machine learning is studying high-dimensional data [27] . DNA

microarray technology has been broadly used in cancer studies for

disease prediction; however, microarray data classification face the

‘large p, small n’ paradigm, which is also known as the execrate

of dimensionality [48] . Given the high-dimensional data, biologists

need more time to calculate and search discriminate genes [51] . A

high-dimensional dataset increases the chances of finding redun-

dant patterns by the classifier, which are invalid [64] . Microarray

analysis is useful in determining whether genes are active, hyper-

active or inactive in various tissues. However, microarray data of-

ten suffer the ‘curse of dimensionality’, posing a challenge in clas-

sification tasks and other analyses [56] . High dimensionality causes

computational complexity and difficulty in obtaining useful infor-

mation from datasets [31] . 

4.5.5. Challenges related to features (i.e. genes) 

4.5.5.1. Informative genes (feature) selection. Analysing a large num-

ber of genes is problematic, as only a small fraction is relevant to

differentiate between various types of cancer [37,53] . The irrele-

vant genes result in misclassifications, as well as further computa-

tional costs. Hence, selecting relevant or informative genes for the

specific classification case is required [83,68] . The selection of a

small and discriminate set of genes among a huge number of genes

is difficult [71,82] . Thus, a robust technique for feature selection

is needed to determine the optimal subset of genes [61,59] . The

presence of a huge number of insignificant and irrelevant features

degrades the quality of analysis and classification of diseases like

leukaemia [31] . We cannot easily identify the biological relation-

ship with target diseases in the presence of numerous irrelevant

genes [66] , which increases the size of classification model rule
ase [69] and increases the computational requirement of classi-

cation algorithms[40,23]. The classifier performance is adversely

ffected by the presence of irrelevant features[72], which enlarges

he dimension of the problem when taken into account, leading

o computational burden and unnecessary noise in classification

32,57] . Moreover, it influences predictive accuracy [21] . 

.5.5.2. MRD selection. The challenges in MRD detection result

rom the difficulty to identify a small subset of residual leukemic

ells in a space that involves numerous cells of other types. The

resence of redundant, misleading and irrelevant cells negatively

ffects the precision and computational burden of classification

86] . 

.5.5.3. Others. The most important issues involve generating

lood cell features that distinguish various types of blasts with the

ighest accuracy [73] . Imaging problems result from a high degree

f cell overlap [14] and attachment of four or more cells, causing

ajor difficulty in segmenting them [74] . 

.5.6. Challenges related to technical issues 

Some major technical difficulties or problems result from clas-

ifications based on microarray. For example, genetic variability af-

ects gene expression. The processing and materials used for mi-

roarray analysis differ between manufacturers, causing difficulty

n identifying a unique set of genes that can form an integrated

ataset [82] . Automated classification becomes significantly more

ifficult when the system must account for disease diversity and

he inevitable presence of technical noise due to small differences

n sample preparation, instrument operation and data collection

ractices [49] . The difficulties and challenges of automated image-

ased analysis of bone marrow samples include high-staining vari-

bility and diversity in the smear quality of samples [89] . Blood

mear samples are very complex, and slide preparation techniques

mpose considerable work [10] . 

.5.7. Challenges related to biological and technical noise 

Cancer classification challenges result from some factors, such

s the presence of biological and technical noise inherent in the

ataset [23] . Noise may accumulate during smear image acquisi-

ion and excessive staining [79] , and is one of factors that hin-

er good decision-making in leukaemia recognition and classifica-

ion via gene expression data analysis [62] . Classification perfor-

ance is affected by noise and hidden variables in datasets; thus,

he capability to manage noise is crucial [55] . Two types of noise

re present in scanned microarray images, namely, dust particles

round the image, which are seen as bright irregular points, and

are noise, which is created by a scan-beam and originates from

ens reflection and light scattering in the scanner [80] . A large

mount of noise and artefacts may be extracted when using com-

lex morphological background of WBC tissue section images for

eukaemia detection. Moreover, a large amount of multivariate data

s generated. The noise/artefacts and multivariate data decrease the

lassifier performance in leukocyte discrimination [73] . 

.5.8. Challenges related to evaluation 

One of the most important challenges is the non-availability of

ublic-supervised image datasets to test and fairly compare algo-

ithms for cell segmentation and classification of ALL [87] . Accu-

acy is an important criterion in cancer classification task; how-

ver, it is not the only goal as biological relevance and classification

ccuracy also need to be achieved [23] . Most existing works only

ocus on accuracy and neglect costs that can allow reliable classi-

cation [45] . No single method is superior over the rest [23] . The

election of a classification method is a serious challenge because

n appropriate choice given the available data can significantly im-

rove accuracy [14] . 
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.5.9. Challenges related to classification and prediction reliability 

Most state-of-the-art machine-learning algorithms cannot pro-

ide a reliable measure of their classifications and predictions. The

ccuracy and reliability of transductive confidence machine corre-

pond with the error rate of the particular classifier. This issue is

ncountered in several types of classifiers, such as SVMs, KNNs,

earest centroid, kernel perceptron, naïve Bayes and linear discrim-

nant analysis [39] . 

.5.10. Challenges related to parameter settings 

Different parameter settings affect the value of nonconformity

easure ( α1,…αl + 1) and their respective order. Parameter set-

ings significantly affect performance [39] . 

.5.11. Challenges related to time consumption 

An abundance of features increases the size of the search space

o be explored, thereby increasing the time needed for classifi-

ation [69,20] . The calculation complexity of microarray data has

 drawback that causes increased time consumed for classifica-

ion [67] . High computational cost is a result of the large features

f gene expression and causes slow classification [83] . The main

oal of successful classification is to reduce the computational time

hile improving classification accuracy [61] . 

.5.12. Challenges related to over-fitting 

Over-fitting causes difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory classifi-

ation result by machine learning techniques; it refers to obtain-

ng good performance using a training set, but a satisfactory re-

ult cannot be obtained using the trained model when new data

s used [82] . The conventional methods for cancer classification

nclude training and testing phases, which may cause over-fitting

15] . The prediction model induced from irrelevant genes may be

rone to over-fitting [24] . This problem occurs if the value of any

ttribute is never observed in the training data [50,57] . It tends

o occur in NN-based approaches, which were previously designed

or cases where a large number of training samples is available in

 low-dimensional space [84] . Moreover, fuzzy classification meth-

ds with many rules result in numerous parameters in the system,

hich may lead to over-fitting and reduction of generalisation ca-

ability. On the other hand, a system with a small number of rules

ay be vulnerable to under-fitting as the system is incapable of

apturing the variability in the data [32] . 

.5.13. Challenges related to biological knowledge 

Identifying and studying the functional relationships between

elected genes have become major issues in interpreting high-

hroughput experimental data like microarray. Thus, genes that are

imply identified without incorporating biological knowledge are

ore difficult to interpret [62] . Most current methods of classifica-

ion ignore underlying correlation between the expression levels of

ifferent biomarkers that are related to cancer; thus, cancer clas-

ification is unreliable due to incomplete molecular understanding

f tumours or little or no consideration of biomarker association

nformation [26] . The relationships of genes revealed from cluster-

ng analysis are only a fraction of the many valuable relationships

resent among various transcripts; thus, methods with the ability

o interpret and retrieve useful biological information on cancer is

equired [42] . 

.5.14. Challenges related to classification methods 

Although very popular in practice, classical decision trees have

isadvantages. Specifically, their performance tends to deteriorate

ith the increase of features and the emergence of complex in-

eractions; furthermore, their greedy behaviour is prone to over-

tting in the training set [34] . Challenges of cluster analysis based

n gene expression data exist. Firstly, the relationships of the genes
evealed from clustering are only a fraction of the many valu-

ble relationships that are present among various transcripts. Sec-

ndly, the user needs to have a good biological understanding of

he pathway in question [42] . The automation of various types

f learning remains a challenge to the NN field. Most of the cur-

ent learning algorithms require some type of human intervention

ainly to set some parameters for them to learn. This need for hu-

an involvement with our learning algorithms remains an obsta-

le for wider deployment of learning systems [72] . The naïve Bayes

lassifier for high-dimensional data, such as gene expression data,

oes not perform well due to two major limitations, namely, un-

erflow and over-fitting [50] . Conventional kNN algorithm suffers

hree drawbacks, namely, high computational complexity, equal-

ty of training instances, and heavy dependence on training in-

tances [20] . We observed that the cooperative game for classifying

eukaemia increases the processing time as the number of mark-

rs increases; thus, it is susceptible to being time consuming [18] .

he main drawback of rough set theory is that it cannot deal with

eal-valued problems, whereas many real-world problems are real

alued [64] . 

. Recommendations 

This section presents important recommendations to the litera-

ure 

.1. Recommendations to researchers and developers 

This section presents important recommendations for re-

earchers and developers in this research area. Most recommen-

ations are related to accuracy and performance of detection and

lassifications. 

.1.1. Classification accuracy. Studies have shown the possibility of

mproving classification accuracy through a set of recommenda-

ions. The recommendations related to accuracy are focused on in-

ormative features, a small number of features and classification

odel. 

The feature selection process leads to the most distinctive fea-

ures to achieve high level of classification accuracy [6] . Optimal

eature selection is also crucial for the improvement of classifica-

ion results [22] . In fact, classifier accuracy is influenced by fea-

ure selection; thus, carefully choosing the algorithm features to

nsure that the most relevant features of the target are obtained

s essential [10] . Selecting informative features is useful for clas-

ification accuracy [51] . The assessment of nucleus shape is bet-

er than using the cytoplasm shape to distinguish between the

ormal mature and immature lymphocytes based on their fea-

ures [73] . Classification accuracy may be enhanced by reducing

he number of features [48,72] . The selection of a small subset of

eatures/genes is necessary to obtain high classification accuracy

32,63,67] . Multi-class models to detect and classify different types

f cells play a vital role to improve accuracy [6] . Relying on a large

ata size when training and testing the classification model im-

roves accuracy and allows the generalisation of the results of the

odel [14] . Pre-processing is necessary to enhance the input im-

ge by reducing non-uniformities in image background and noise

77] . Segmentation is particularly crucial as the accurate feature

xtraction and classification is proportionately dependent upon the

orrect segmentation of the maximised and cropped lymphocytes

77] . Coloured images present more reliable image segmentations

han grey-level images [10] . The isolation of the whole leucocyte

nd separation of the nucleus from the cytoplasm is necessary to

nalyse each cell component in detail [6] . 

.1.2. Classification performance. The recommendations to improve

he performance of the classification include the following: 
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The selection of distinguished features are significant to de-

crease the computational complexity of the classifier [75,35] . In ad-

dition, reducing the number of genes can help decrease the inputs

for computation; thus enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness

of the system for classification [24] . Using appropriate methods

for feature selection is of critical importance in classification sys-

tems based on artificial intelligence because it contributes to the

increase in performance of the classification model by selecting the

most relevant features, thus reducing computation cost [56,36,51] .

Moreover, it can assist in determining a gene that has discrimi-

nate power. By combining genetic programing and kNN, we can

improve the classification performance while keeping the compu-

tational cost low [20] . Combining multiple classifiers can improve

its overall performance in addressing a problem [27] . 

5.2. Recommendations to users 

This section presents recommendation to users, such as hos-

pitals and physicians. These recommendations focus on the im-

portance of using automated diagnosis and classification for acute

leukaemia. We recommend that doctors use automated systems to

analyse cancer samples to overcome many of the problems of tra-

ditional methods [11,14] . The use of computerised diagnostic sys-

tems serves as support systems for decisions, providing greater

confidence to physicians [88,10] . A computerised system can be

used as an aiding tool for the specialist to improve and acceler-

ate the morphological analysis process, help in the identification

of normal and abnormal cells and classify leukaemia into subtypes

from blood sample images to increase the confidence in accurate

count by the hematologist [76] . Using automated methods, physi-

cians can analyse and detect anomalies and ensure accurate diag-

nosis [7] . Detection of acute leukaemia based on the analysis of

blood images is considered a suitable solution in terms of cost

and efficiency. Moreover, it provides better diagnosis [3] . Reliance

on computerised systems in diagnosing patients offer many advan-

tages, including reliability, accuracy and speed of diagnosis [73] . 

6. Limitations 

Although the database sources that were used in this review

are reliable and cover a wide group, identification was difficult. In

addition, a limitation on the timeliness of the review is caused by

increasing progress in this area. Moreover, we confirm the fact that

the studies at a specific period on this vital field do not necessar-

ily reflect the actual usage or impact. Instead, it merely shows the

response of the research community to the field, which is the ob-

jective of this review. 

7. Conclusion 

The automated detection and classification of acute leukaemia

is one the emerging technology directions. Research efforts in

this direction are still ongoing, though relevant descriptions and

boundaries remain ambiguous. Obtaining understanding and in-

sights into this research direction is very important. This paper

aimed to contribute to such understanding and insights by survey-

ing and classifying relevant research effort s. The research effort s

in this field can provide specific patterns and were classified into

four distinct classes, namely, proposed methods, proposals for sys-

tems development, survey and review and evaluation and compar-

ative study. Much vital information was obtained through intensive

reading and analysis of the various reviewed studies, such as the

challenges and issues, motivations and benefits, recommendations

related to acute leukaemia detection and classification, as well as

performance measurements and various data sets used. Authors

have identified challenges and issues and provided various recom-

mendations to resolve present and potential challenges in this re-
earch area. Similar to other emerging technologies, most studies

nitially focused on the functional aspects of the technology, leav-

ng the nonfunctional requirements to a later stage. Users utilise

merging technologies as they appear. Therefore, to remain up-to-

ate, researchers should focus on novel technologies, such as mo-

ile phone or smartphone-supported applications. Research on the

etection and classification of acute leukaemia based on mobile

evices has yet to be performed, thereby necessitating an impor-

ant line of research that might intersect with several other tech-

ological and scientific lines. 
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